“Tarleton’s Quarter!”
Addenda as of Mar. 1, 2015

The Rules:

2.0 Game Terms

11.3 Retreat before Combat (clarification): Retreat before
Combat is a really a "Withdrawal" before combat and the
withdrawing units are moved like a retreat. It is not a combat
result and thus there is no “winner” or “loser”.

Forts (clarification): The counter mix is the limit to the number
of forts that may be built on the board.

11.3.1 (clarification): “Legally move to” means the conditions
stipulated in rule 11.4 for retreat.

Strength Points (clarification): These are treated like money
and can be exchanged to reflect consolidation or casualties.
(i.e., A 20 SP regular unit suffers 3 SPs of casualties. The
owning player will remove the 20 SP unit and replace it with a
10 SP + 5 SP +2 SP counters of the same type. A player has
5 one SP units of the same type in an area, he could remove
the 5 and place one same type 5 SP unit there). The counter
mix is the maximum SP level that any type of unit can ever be
on the board.

11.4.5 (addition): Please add "or are alone (no friendly SPs)
in an area after combat" after "retreat" in the first line.

8.0 Last Paragraph, last sentence (correction): change “8.4”
to “8.3”

17.4 Free Deployment Campaign (correction): Second
sentence should say December 1778.

8.1 Activation (addition): Add “, recruit” after “move” to the
sentence

17.4.2 Continental Set Up (addition): NC Leader Ashe with
15SP of NC militia should be added to this list.

8.1.1 (addition): "A Leader that activates during an endeavor
is flipped to his moved side at the end of the endeavor and
the forces that activated with him may not participate in
another endeavor that month."

The Counters:

Counter Diagrams, Infantry: “L” type is missing. They are
Loyalist Militia (Provincials)

8.2 Rain and Flood (clarification/correction): The last sentence of this rule should be rule 8.3.6.
8.3.3 Rain (clarification): Rain lasts for the endeavor.
10.2 C-in-C (clarification): This is for the area that they are in
only.
10.5.10 Amphibious Landing (clarification): Eligible Landing
areas are:
Virginia: 1, 2, 17, 18, 19, 28, 29, 30
North Carolina: 1, 16, 17, 35, 36, 37, 39, 40, 42, 43, 44, 45.
South Carolina: 1, 2, 9, 10, 11, 13, 24
Georgia: 1
11.2.6 (clarification): If there is more than one non-C-in-C
leader with the same audacity rating, randomly select the
leader that becomes the casualty.

14.1.5 (addition): French Forces and Leaders are placed in
any friendly coastal area on their turn of arrival OR they can
perform an Amphibious Landing similar the British (Case
10.5.10).
Section 15.2 (addition) Please add "and after combat" after
"when enemy SP enter that area".

Leaders Arrival/Withdrawal Dates (corrections)
The British:
Prevost: Should arrive 2-79
Brown: Should arrive 2-79.
Leslie: Should arrive 11-80 and be withdrawn 8-81.
Howe: Should show a withdrawal date of 1-79
The Continentals
Clarke (GA) Should arrive 1-79
The Rule 18.0 schedule should be followed.
(Note: Many replacement Leader counters with the corrected
dates above are included in all copies of ATO #31).

